
PROJECT DETAILS
Date-2/10/2017 

Club name-KodeConnect 
inc.

Team member names-
● Liliana-builder
● Nesari-writer
● Oliana-decorator
● Tamia-coder 

* we all tried each job 

Attempt number#1

GOAL
          The goal of this project is to feed the panda by planting bamboo seeds.  Our mission is to 
write a program for Dash to see “the panda” Dot and dropping the “seeds” balls in the cups. This 
experiment is about dropping the balls in the cups.

PLAN
Cut the red solo cup.Then we attached straws to the sides of the cup.And taped it to dash.One of 
our members were cutting the cup one was cutting cardboard.Another member was running the 
code while someone else was watching the video of the 5th mission.

RESULTS
What happened- the ball fell out and we realized that  if we had to reload  then it would go to the 
same cup and put two balls in one cup.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion we decided to change our design into a helicopter design on the top of dash to 
move the ball.



PROJECT DETAILS
Date- 2/19/2017

Club name-KodeConnect inc.

Team member names-
● Liliana-builder
● Nesari-writer
● Oliana-decorator
● Tamia-coder 

* we all tried each job 

Attempt number#29

GOAL
          The goal of this project is to feed the panda by planting bamboo seeds.  Our mission is 
to write a program for Dash to see “the panda” Dot and dropping the “seeds” balls in the 
cups.  This experiment is abo0          about the helicopter idea versus the gumball machine 
also L

PLAN

          The helicopter idea was about a propeller trying to turn in every time I trying to turn 
with the ball in dispensable but we can’t figure out how to make the propellers turn so we 
decided to go with the gumball machine like a candy dispenser but we made it out
          Liliy did the building of the propeller I did the sketching of the idea Oleanna she she 
held attached it to – but we never got to finish it

RESULTS
          The helicopter thing wasn't working so we couldn't turn it and it needed to be 
motorised and we can’t find a Lego to turn a turn Lego so we decided to come up with the 
gumball machine idea.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion we decided to change our design into the how do you is kind of like a candy 
dispenser except it has a door instead of a turn when you put quarters in so every time – tilts 
his head forward the door will be open and will let one Ball will fall out and keep the other 
ball from falling out. We had some challenges with the gumball machine one of them were 
that he kept falling off of – his head because it was it I didn't have enough support so we 
changed it we gave it a better floor and we change the door to it so that way it would close 
faster



PROJECT DETAILS
Date-2/20/2017 16:56:41 

Club name-KodeConnect inc.

Team member names-
● Liliana-builder
● Nesari-writer
● Oliana-decorator
● Tamia-coder 

* we all tried each job 
Attempt number#50

GOAL
          The goal of this project is to feed the panda by planting bamboo seeds.  Our 
mission is to write a program for Dash to see “the panda” Dot and dropping the 
“seeds” balls in the cups. This experiment is about           Changing the move to this 
into moves because the move to make it go too fast and the makes the balls fall out 
while the moves make it go slow so that way the balls don't fall out when Dash 
forward.

PLAN
          The steps that are team rotates each job. One would fill experiment, one would 
do the code, other would setup,  then the next person would be recording and then 
we would keep switching every 30 minutes. With the gumball design we were 
focused next on making adjustments to coding.

RESULTS
           After we changed to the MOVE the program was working better.  Dash was 
going slower and the balls weren't falling out as much as they were before.           
Once we got – to go slower the next step was to figure out the right distance after 
seeing obstacle and so that way he will go all the way to the cup..

CONCLUSION
          In conclusion we learned that moves are better than move to’s when you are 
trying to make Dash go slower.


